


Smart Landscape Lighting
The Finishing Touch

Make Vista Pro’s Chroma Connect an 
essential element of your outdoor living 
spaces.  With its innovative technology, 
this smart home landscape lighting 
system enables homeowners to easily 
control their lighting through their 
smartphones, making it convenient to 
adjust the lighting as needed.

From enhancing the beauty of outdoor 
spaces to improving home security, 
Chroma Connect is an excellent choice 
for homeowners looking to create a 
comfortable and stylish outdoor living 
environment.

Complete Your Smart Home.



COLOR
Complete RGBW 
Color Options

CONNECTION
Connection That Creates 
One Smart System

CONTROL
Control Your Landscape 
Lighting From Anywhere

CONVENIENCE
Convenience of Setting 
Schedules and Scenes



Any Color, Any Time
Paint the night and instantly transform your outdoor 
living space with Vista Pro’s “App to Fixture” Chroma 
Connect RGBW landscape lighting system. Vibrant, full-
spectrum colors and pleasing shades of white light provide 
homeowners infi nite color customization.

Tunable White
Adjustable color temperatures, ranging from warm amber 
light (2200K) to cool blue tones of white (5600K).

RGB Color Adjustable
With RGB technology, you can select any solid color on the 
spectrum, from a deep, bold red to an inviting cool purple.



Discover the freedom and fl exibility of wireless 
control. Chroma Connects technology utilizes a 
Bluetooth Mesh Network that allows each fi xture 
to continuously send and receive data to provide 
greater user-control, installation fl exibility and the 
strongest signal connections.

Reduce Installation & Setup Time
Chroma Connect light fi xtures automatically 
communicate with one another, thus making the 
setup connection process seamless and effi cient.  
Once the lights become energized, the Bluetooth 
Mesh Network connects the fi rst synchronized 
fi xture with the remaining Chroma Connect 
enabled fi xtures on the property. Within minutes 
your system will be ready for use and additional 
customization.

Bluetooth Mesh Connection



Full Control, In The Palm of Your Hand
With Vista Pro’s Chroma Connect, you will wirelessly 
control the color, intensity, and timing of your exterior 
lighting directly from your smartphone or Bluetooth-
enabled device.

Full-Spectrum RGBW Color Selection

Establish Product Groupings

Confi gure Daily Schedules and Scenes

Enable On/Off Light Gradients

Variable Light Intensity

Utilize Color Changing Music Mode

Compatible with Alexa and Google Home
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eVista Pro Smart App 
available for download on 
the Apple App Store and 
Google Play Store.



Convenience From Anywhere

7:30 am

9:45 pm

6:15 pm

1:00 am

With a simple tap on your smartphone, you will experience a whole 
new level of convenience and flexibility as you effortlessly adjust 
and set scenes for your entire Chroma Connect enabled landscape 
lighting system. Set weekly schedules, trigger automatic actions 
for complete automation, and build personalized scenes for those 
special family moments.

7:30 am
Enjoy a coffee and gradually awaken to the soft glow of the landscape

6:15 pm
Break bread with loved ones as the golden hour gives way to the night

9:45 pm
Synchronize the lighting to your favorite playlist

1:00 am
Sleep soundly as your landscape is quietly protecting you



Chroma Connect Compatibility

Up & Accent: 3106, 2216, 2416 5006, 5014i

Wall & Area: 5105, 5106

The Vista Pro Smart App can be downloaded from both the 
Apple App Store and Google Play Store and is currently 
available within a select collection of Vista Pro’s residential 
landscape products.

American-Made Solutions
Handcrafted in Simi Valley, CA

Vista Professional Outdoor Lighting is 200+ strong at their manufacturing 
facility in Simi Valley, California. Vista Pro is dedicated to creating high-quality 
solutions our customers receive as soon as possible. Since 1984, they’ve 
perfected their approach to manufacturing and distribution to best serve you.
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